
Sit back and let physics do its job. With  
a proprietary performance textile and  
an impossibly light frame, Karman goes  
beyond leading mesh office chairs to  
provide effortless comfort by naturally  
responding to a body’s movement. 

Seating

Steelcase Karman®



Lumbar Support
Optional added lumbar support 
lets you customize support for your 
lumbar region.

Comfort Edge
The ultra-light frame flexes to
eliminate hard edges and pressure
points on your legs and body.

Patented Hybrid Seat
The suspension seat with  
integrated cushioning provides 
maximum comfort for as long  
as you sit.

Recline Adjustments
Comfort dial offers four settings: 
Upright back lock, mid-back stop, 
a boost setting (offers +20%  
additional back tension resistance 
for individuals who need it) and 
weight-activated full recline.

LiveBack®

LiveBack® technology conforms  
to support the full spine in its  
natural, healthy S-shape and 
excels in providing continuous 
lower-back support. 

Features + Adjustability
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Intermix is a proprietary performance textile that uses an exclusive weaving 
process that, in unison with the Steelcase Karman flexible frame, achieves 
perfect tension to distribute your weight evenly over the seat and back– 
flexing to your movement and fitting the contours of your body perfectly.

Standard Back 
Featuring Steelcase Karman’s proprietary  
performance textile: Intermix, coupled with  
soft comfort edges and LiveBack® technology –  
Karman’s back design provides targeted lumbar 
energy that moves with the centerline curvature 
of your spine; ensuring you’re supported no 
matter where your day takes you.

High Back with Neck Support Pillow
Building upon the same LiveBack® technology  
of the standard back, the sculpted high back  
is designed to provide enhanced upper body  
support while helping create more dynamic 
spaces. Adjustable neck support pillow comes 
standard, with pillow-less version available as 
an option.

Additional Options:

Chair or Stool

CarbonNeutral® product 
certification option

4D arms, height-adjustable arms, 
fixed arms or armless

Hubless and standard hard  
casters, soft casters, or glides

Organic Movement
A weight-activated mechanism
responds intuitively to your
body as you sit and change
postures in every direction.

4D Arms
Fully adjustable arms move in 
height, width and depth, and pivot 
to better support your neck and 
shoulders. The cantilevered arm 
design encourages posture change.

Intermix + Lux Finishes Back Options

Intermix Lux

Intermix Shift

Intermix Opaque

Platinum
KR07

Lux Cast Iron
4B29

Lux Matte Brass
4B22

Lux Obsidian
4B20

Lux Matte Copper
4B25

Lux Burnished Bronze
4B23

Lux Smoked Mica
4B26

Lux Night Bronze
4B24

Red-Blue
KR12

Seagull
KR14

Baltic
KR09

Bronze
KR16

Merlot
KR11

Baltic
KR18

Merlot
KR20

Black
KR08

Blue-Gold
KR13

Platinum
KR15

Bright Peacock
KR10

Black
KR17

Peacock
KR19

More information  
on finishes and options 
product page.


